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About Innovation Technology

Innovation Technology Paint Co., Ltd. is a professional 
manufacturer of both indoor and outdoor paint, and 
has been deeply committed to the development 
of unique texture paint since its establishment. The 
imitation stone paint, marble coating and gangshi 
paint could be widely used on various buildings 
and landscapes. Furthermore, it could be painted 
upon cement surfaces of new buildings, glass fibre 
reinforced concrete, fiber reinforced polymer and 
other special forms or on metal surfaces such as 
corrugated metal roofing sheet. After utilizing 
different specialized agents, the paint could be 
sprayed upon the building materials of old buildings, 
such as tiles, stones, calcium silicate boards, plaster 
boards, etc. Due to special construction approach, it 
is unnecessary to remove the old building materials, 
thus avoiding causing noises and dust from the 
removal process, which shortens the construction 
period. Products manufactured by Innovation 
Technology due to its elegant appearance and easy 
to install features, have attracted the attention of 
overseas enterprises and continue to grow at a steady 
pace with markets all over Taiwan, Japan, Philippines 
and Thailand.
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Imitation Stone Paint / Marble Coating

Imitation stone paint manufactured by 
Innovation Technology is a granite like 
texture paint; its main component is acrylic 
resin which is light and airy, waterproof 
and environmentally-friendly. This is a 
water-based eco-friendly paint with 
dense texture like granite, which creates 
decent decorative effects with high 
fidelity. Besides, the paint displays weather 
resistant, waterproof, dirt proof, easy to 
repair features. Furthermore, as there is 
no need to excavate for hard natural stone 
materials, the construction period is greatly 
shortened, which indirectly protects the 
wildlife ecology.

Coating System Diagram

Various colors of imitation stone paint Various colors of marble coating
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Marble coating manufactured by Innovation 
Technology is a water-based marble-like 
texture paint, which is made from special 
polymer waterproof resin and harmless 
to human body and the environment. The 
construction is quite simple and easy to 
operate, the coating can be applied by 
using a stainless steel trowel. By having the 
trowel apply evenly on the surface of the 
construction, this could avoid spraying and 
will not cause any contamination from paint 
flying around. In addition, it withholds the 
color and texture of the natural stone material 
and could achieve waterproof, dustproof, dirt 
proof features, allowing the wall to have a new 
life and personality. When used outdoors, it 
has great weather resistant features.

Polished wall

Colored elastic coating

Elastic texture coating

Imitation Stone Paint
Apply paint using spray gun 

Marble Coating
Apply coating using stainless 
steel trowel

or

Imitation Stone Paint Marble Coating
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